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SUMMARY

I specialise in mixed methods research, combining qualitative and quantitative
methodologies to build a deeper understanding of users’ behaviour and help create
meaningful experiences. I am a supporter of research democratisation and my mission is
to provide (and empower other team members to run) high quality research so that we
can use insights to make informed decisions.

SKILLS

UX: Personas development, Usability testing, Surveys, Depth Interviews, User &
Stakeholder workshops, Competitive analysis, User flows, Customer Journey Maps,
Research repository, ResearchOps.

Software: Miro, Mural, AirTable, EnjoyHQ, Dovetail, Google Analytics, Userlytics,
Lookback, Sketch, Invision, Jira, Trello.

EXPERIENCE
Lead UX Researcher
dentsu, London, September 2021 - Present

At dentsu we've built a group of cloud-based applications to support the agency’s employees
to manage the end to end media planning and buying lifecycle.

- As part of a small research team, I've been running research across all apps from
foundational/discovery to evaluative/validation research.

- I set up and managed a co-creation community/user panel by using various
recruitment methods from partnering with the Comms and Sales teams to on-site
surveys.

- I’ve defined and led the research practice for dentsu products by creating a UX
Research Playbook. I led a research democratisation programme across the
business by mentoring team members on various research methods and
empowering them to run their own research.

- Together with the research team, we set up and managed a research repository in
Dovetail, ensuring that all research is centralised, documented effectively and
accessible to anyone across the business.
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Senior UX Researcher
Nando’s, London, August 2019 - September 2021

Being the only researcher in the team, I created a UX research framework and research
repository that empowered the UX and product teams to run their own research where
possible and/or find past research easier and quicker.

I could then focus my attention on more strategic research projects that helped the
business get a better understanding of their customers and align the business objectives
with their customers’ needs and goals.

- Set up in-house usability testing, promoting an iterative design process and
allocating spend across UX research activities.

- Mentored and coached Product and UX teams on building their research skills
- Helped define and drive the future of the digital products by working closely with

cross-functional teams and uncovering customers’ needs (refreshed the user
personas and created a multichannel experience map for the primary personas)
and evaluating/validating early product thinking and design concepts.

UX Researcher
Travel Republic, London, April 2018 - August 2019

I worked on a full research cycle including scoping, study design, recruitment, fieldwork,
analysis and delivery.

- Conducted various research projects across B2C & B2B brands within the dnata
group such as proto personas, competitor analysis, usability studies, accessibility
testing, customer journey mapping.

- Documented and maintained an up-to-date research repository for the entire
company to have easy access to all research findings.

- Shared insights and promoted research across the business by holding share &
tell sessions, running stakeholder workshops and participating in design sprints.

UX Research Consultant
Freelance, London, October 2017 - February 2019

- UX research including survey design, stakeholder interviews and online
workshops, personas development, site mapping, user flows, low fidelity
wireframing, etc. for bcala.org (an American non-profit organisation)

- Remote unmoderated user testing for a mobile fitness app (The Movement
Athlete)

- Guerrilla testing, competitor analysis, UX design recommendations (Parcel2go)

https://www.bcala.org/
https://www.parcel2go.com/


Web Experience Specialist
Canon, London, July 2016 - September 2017

- Managed web strategy for 28 EMEA websites.
- Improved the website’s usability, information architecture and performance – by

running user research, developing user stories, creating wireframes and
managing multivariate testing.

- Worked closely with the development team in an agile environment to ensure
seamless UX implementation.

- Managed content migration from an old platform and Content Management
System (SDS) to a new CMS (Tridion).

Web Content Management Specialist
Canon, London, May 2015 - August 2016

I focused on improving the web content and contributed towards a customer satisfaction
increase of 7%.

Main responsibilities:

- Optimising content and managing dynamic content translation and publishing
across 24 support websites;

- Developing a content strategy for the support area in order to ensure that useful
and usable content is provided;

ONLINE COURSES

Data-Driven Design: Quantitative Research for UX
The Interaction Design Foundation, 2020

Personas: Turn User Data into User-Centered Design
Nielsen Norman Group, 2019

Psychology of Interaction Design
The Interaction Design Foundation, 2019

Personas: Turn User Data into User-Centered Design
Nielsen Norman Group, 2019
Human Centered Design
IDEO, 2017

User Centered Design Principles
Coursera, 2017

Web Design for Usability
The Interaction Design Foundation, 2017



TALKS

Mobile technology in the travel industry
Mobile UX London Conference, 2018

Toastmaster speeches:
A country of magic (2019), The journey to self (2021)

EDUCATION

Master’s degree in British Cultural Studies
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, 2010 - 2012

BA in Modern Applied Languages
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, 2006 - 2009

Teaching certificate
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, 2008 - 2009

LANGUAGES

English, Italian, Romanian


